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// die Mobiliar challenge: 
 Rethink decentralized renewable energies

Empathize

Define

ideate

interview Insights
[See the world from your users point of view and understand 
what drives them]

The Problem Research Question

Empathy Brainstorming
[Look for extreme users, industry players, orthogonal ideas, 
and experts]

“I just invested in the most 
sustainable option because I knew 
I was going to settle down in Zurich 
for a long time. Otherwise, it is not 
worth investing.”

“Energy saving in housholds has not yet achieved its 
potential chiefly because of poor feedback mechanism 
leading to insufficient consumer participation.”

“The electricity bill is equally 
split among all tenants of the 
different apartments. I feel this 
system is unfair because I am 
paying more than what I should 
be.”
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The concept

Issuing this credit cards would 
give die Mobiliar an exclusive 
image that differentiates it from 
its competitors.

By tracking clients transactions 
valuable information about 
consumer spending choices and 
behavior can be collected.

Showing every contribution 
made on the E-ink display in real-
time gives the user full control 
and overview over all expenses.

Depeding on the credit card 
design, the percentage of 
contribution to the chosen 
projects will vary.

By fostering community owned 
projects on its funding platform 
die Mobiliar would set foot into 
the sharing economy.

Being an owner of a “CarbO2n” 
credit card means having a big 
impact on the carbon footprint 
with low engagement.

The “CarbO2 n” paying method allows the user to make an 
impact whenever using the credit card. When using this card, one 
contributes a fixed extra percentage of the amount paid to help 
offset the carbon footprint. The money that users accumulate will be 
donated to projects of their choice that help shaping a sustainable 
society and a clean future.

Benefits for the user

Benefits for die Mobiliar

How might we help Jenny l’expat à la mode to 
feel environmentally conscious in a cool and 
confident way without burdening her with long-term 
commitments?

Point of View

More than 60% of the Swiss population rents rather 
than buys. 20% of the Swiss population are expats. This 
leads to a high frequency of relocations. How do we 
rethink DRE production for the average Swiss home?

Decentralized Renewable Energy (DRE)  
is much more cost and energy efficient  
than central generation and has the 
potential to lower carbon dioxid emissions.  

Why not using carbon as a 
currency?

CarbO2 n
The carbon-neutral credit card changes up buying 
habits to decrease carbon footprint. Whenever the 
card is used, you contribute a fixed percentage of 
your spent amount to sustainable projects.
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Synthesis
[Scale down the complexity of the problem by 

using an archetype]

brainstorming
[Generate as many ideas as possible by applying different ideation methods]

Build on each others idea

Solar paint
CO2-neutral shopping
Piezoelectric shoes
Eco nightclub

Change point of view

Solar batmobile
Building a wall 
Building a hydro-PP

Get inspired by others

Free taxi home 
Stop showering 
CO2-neutral shopping

Selection
[Cluster, combine and filter 
ideas to discover the most 
valuable concepts]

Iterations
RAPID prototyping
[Convert the intangible idea into a tangible 
form that can be experienced by your user]

User Testing
[Test critical functions to gather qualitative feedback & drive deeper user-
understanding]

Keep it simple
People want a system that 
is straightforward, simple 
to use and requires low 
engagement.

Invest locally
CarbO2 n’s credit card users 
should be able to select 
where to donate and to 
which cause. 

Transparency
Transparency is crucial. 
A website should provide 
all desired available 
information.  

Future Steps
[Identify internal and external requirements 
for the refinement and implementation of the 
solution]

Quick, convenient 
and effortless method 

of payment

Make a statement 
through customized 

design

E-ink display 
measuring users 

impact in real-time

Donate extra 
percentage to 

projects of your 
choice

Prototype Features
[Envision and test different potential features and critical functions to 
add value to the user experience]

Financial payment system

Idea & project filter + funnel

Customer communication and engagement

Jenny l’expat à la mode
crucial needs

Short-term returns

Be part of a community

Freedom of consumer choice

Recognition

To be valued

Cool & trendy

However DRE faces 
the barrier of high 
investment cost for the 
average Swiss home.
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